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The neurogenic tumor of frequent occurrence in the presacral area is a schwannoma. Giant
presacral schwannoma has a risk for anterior surgical approach because of its massive size
and proximity to abundant vascularity of presacral region. We report a single stage posterior
approach for total resection of a giant presacral schwannoma. A 40-year-old female patient
experienced left buttock pain and tingling sensation at left S1 dermatome. Magnetic resonance
imaging showed that the presacral huge mass at S1-3 level with osseous extension and structural
remodeling in left sacral ala. The presacral mass was ranging in maximum diameter from 8.0
to 8.6 cm. S2 foramen laminectomy was performed to expose the mass. The tumor capsule
and the root were carefully dissected away. The tumor was removed while preserving the
capsule by dissecting the plane between the inner wall of the capsule and the tumor. The
single stage posterior approach for presacral giant schwannoma is feasible, and it can be
a good surgical alternative to prevent pelvic organ or vascular damage and anterior approach
related dystocia and infertility.
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INTRODUCTION
Tumors in the presacral space are uncommon. Presacral neurogenic tumors are even rarer with 10%-15% of the presacral region tumors15). The neurogenic tumor of frequent occurrence in the presacral area is the schwannoma13). It is often delayed diagnosis due to nonspecific clinical symptom or absence of clinical
signs before occurring irritation of intrapelvic
organs6,18). Schwannoma in the presacral regions grows slowly6). The tumor is placed deep
in the pelvic cavity and mass that grows out
where anterior to the sacrum2). Benign schwannoma does not invade the adjacent organs, and
the tumor causes symptoms by taking over the
place of the adjacent organs18). Therefore, it
affects the nearby organs slowly in the large
pelvic cavity. For that reason, presacral schwannoma can grow to an enormous size and
frequently diagnosed at a progressed stage5,19).
Not a few authors argued that the treatment
of choice for tumors is complete surgical excision1,3,10,12,19). Nevertheless, giant presacral
schwannoma has a risk for surgical approach
because of its huge size and proximity to abundant vascularity of presacral region7,10). In literatures, the approach to the tumor was described in various directions3,16,17,19). We report a

single stage posterior approach for total resection of a giant presacral schwannoma to prevent serious complications related to the anterior approach.

CASE REPORT
1. Case Presentation
A 40-year-old female patient experienced
pain on her left buttock and tingling sensation
at left S1 dermatome for 10 months. A physical
examination reported left leg paresthesia, but
no motor weakness observed. The patient had
prior surgery for ovarian cyst 5 years ago. The
plain radiograph of the sacrum revealed osteolytic lesions at left S1-3 level. The details of bony
involvement and remodeling in left sacral ala
could confirm at computed tomography (CT)
image. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of
the pelvis showed that the presacral huge mass
has heterogeneous iso/high intensity on T2-weighted images and positive on T1 enhancement
image (Fig. 1). The presacral mass was ranging
in maximum diameter from 8.0 to 8.6 cm. The
tumor is encapsulated and has clear margin. The
mass origin was abutting to the left S2 nerve
root. There was no invasion of adjacent organs,
though it was an anterior migration of the pelvic organs such as uterus by the tumor. A single
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stage posterior approach was utilized for tumor resection. The
tumor was removed totally by piecemeal fashion without sacrifice of the left S2 root. Postoperative MRI showed complete
removal of the tumor. The patient had a recovery from the pain
and no neurological deficit. The tumor did not demonstrate any
recurrence on postoperative 2 years MRI (Fig. 2).

2. Surgical Technique
The patient was anesthetized and placed in the prone position.
A lateral portable plain radiograph was taken to guide the location of the incision. The midline incision performed including

the S1-3 levels. The subperiosteal dissection was done and left
S2 foramen was exposed. The S2 foramen widened, and yellowwhitish rubbery mass observed. Laminectomy was performed at
the S2 foramen for exposing the margin of mass. The tumor
had the clear margin with capsule and was thought to originate
from the S2 root. The tumor capsule and the root carefully dissected away. The intraoperative nerve monitoring used for avoiding unintended nerve injury, and there was no change during
surgery. The capsules were identified by separating the outer
boundary of the tumor from the bone (Fig. 3). The capsule was
incised with No. 15 blade and piece of the tumor was obtained
for frozen biopsy. The result of frozen biopsy was a schwannoma.
After the capsule was tagged by a suture material on the both
side, the tumor was removed by piecemeal fashion make space.
The tumor was removed while preserving the capsule by dissecting the plane between the inner wall of the capsule and the
tumor. The dissector was inserted into the border of a tumor

Fig. 2. (A, B) Postoperative 2-year magnetic resonance imaging
showing no evidence of a recurrence. The compressed pelvic organs
including the uterus (asterisk) are relieved after surgery.

Fig. 3. The outer border of
the tumor was dissected from
bone to confirm the capsule.

Fig. 1. Preoperative radiographic images of a mass lesion located
in the presacral space. (A) Anterior posterior plain radiograph of
the sacrum demonstrating the widened neural foramen at the left
S1-3 level (arrows). (B, C) Sagittal and axial T2-weighted magnetic
resonance (MR) images showing a heterogeneous iso/high intensity
mass (arrowheads) at the presacral area displacing the uterus (asterisk).
(D, E) Sagittal and axial T1-weighted postcontrast MR images
showing a well-enhanced mass compressing the pelvic organs.
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Fig. 4. (A, B) The piecemeal excision by tumor forceps and cavitron
ultrasonic surgical aspirator.
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and was peeled off from the inner wall of the capsule like a
lever. The piecemeal excision did by tumor forceps and cavitron
ultrasonic surgical aspirator at a peeled tumor (Fig. 4). This process was repeated to decrease the size of the tumor. Finally, the
upper and lower pole of the reduced tumor was identified and
removed totally. After grossly total resection of the tumor, the
inside of the capsule was examined in each direction to confirm
whether the remnant tumor remained. The blind points in the
capsule were confirmed using a surgical mirror. After removing
the huge tumor, pulsation of the peritoneal membrane was observed in the surgical field.

DISCUSSION
In general, although the giant schwannoma grows slowly, surgical treatment is recommended because of the mass effect of
the tumor in the presacral region. The tendency of a tumor with
noninvasive growth and thick capsule can make complete resection of presacral schwannomas possible6). Many authors have
been described three approaches for presacral tumor resection:
anterior (open or laparoscopic), posterior, or an anterior-posterior combination14,17,19). The different surgical approaches are de11,17,19)
. The previous
pendent on the extent of tumor involvement
researcher determined the surgical approach based on the classification claimed by Klimo et al.9). Tumors classified into four
groups according to their growth pattern (type I, intra sacral
canal; type II, through the intervertebral foramen into the presacral space; type III, both anterior and posterior to the sacrum;
type IV, presacral space). Types II and III, located at a higher
level than S1, were operated by the anterior-posterior combination approach. The anterior approach had been used in most
cases of type IV. The posterior approach was considered to the
cases of types I-III which lower than S1 level19). Sun et al.17)
reported that the approach selected by S1, 2, 3 level involvement
and tumor horizontal distance from the anterior edge of the
sacrum. The tumor with only presacral growth was resected via
an anterior approach. The cases of an anterior mass with distance
less than 5 cm or sacral canal and post sacrum were required
posterior approach. A combination approach appropriated for
the mass below S3 with the length greater than 5 cm, or the
S1, S2 involvement. Another investigator suggested that laparoscopic approach is feasible for presacral schwannoma7).
In this study, the tumor has grown forward out of left S2
neural foramen with S1-3 osseous extension and had a distance
of greater than 5 cm from the anterior edge of the sacrum. We
performed a complete resection of the tumor using the only posterior approach. The posterior approach was selected to prevent
various problems that may occur in the anterior approach. The
anterior approach related complications include massive bleeding, ureter injury, internal organ damage, anorectal dysfunction,
and nerve damage. In the anterior approach, massive bleeding
may develop by injury of the internal iliac vein, its branch and
venous plexus in the adnexa17,20). Bleeding control from the tumor removal site is quite difficult because of the lack of compression by presacral fascia in the anterior approach19). There is
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a risk of dystocia and infertility for women of childbearing age .
The index patient wanted to have a baby as a fertile female.
Therefore, we chose the posterior approach and used the character of the schwannomas. The tumor has a nature of the well-circumscribed and -encapsulated, moreover, it does not invade the
adjacent organs directly and has not adhered to blood vessels3,6,12). The method peeling off the inner wall of the capsule
and debulking the tumor internally while preserving the outer
capsule is the key point of this technique. Using the method,
the tumor can be removed without damage to the tissue outside
the capsule. It has been reported that intralesional resection has
favorable outcomes4,8). Additionally, the posterior approach has
several advantages such as evident and familiar operating field,
reduced the possibility of nerve injury, and favoring postoperative recovery16,19).
However, there are limitations of in this method. This surgical
strategy should be applied to benign tumors, not to malignant
one. If the tumor is large enough to infiltrate the abdominal
cavity, the only posterior approach is not feasible.

CONCLUSION
There are several approaches to removal of the presacral giant
schwannoma. The single stage posterior approach for presacral
giant schwannoma is feasible, and it can be a good surgical alternative to prevent pelvic organ or vascular damage and anterior
approach related dystocia and infertility.
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